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Histological sections from 231 patients with neuroblastoma were reviewed and morphological features and their relationship to age, stage, MYCN amplification (in 128 tumours by Southern analyses), and clinical outcome (based on Shimada risk grouping) determined. Stage 4 disease was associated with poorly differentiated and undifferentiated tumours (P = 0.001), an MKI of >2% (P< 0.001), and Shimada unfavourable histology (UHi) P< 0.0001. In univariate analysis MKI was significant in predicting a poorer relapse-free survival (RFS), low vs. intermediate and high (P< 0.001). Age, MYCN amplification, and Shimada UH also emerged as significant variables. There was a higher proportion of MYCN-amplified tumours with Shimada UH (P = 0.03), and this group had a decreased RFS (P = 0.002). In patients with Shimada FH, MYCN amplification did not significantly predict a poor prognosis. In those with stage 4 disease, Shimada classification was not significant in predicting survival (P = 0.97); the same was true for those over the age of 1 year (P = 0.66). In multivariate analysis, MYCN amplification and Shimada UH both emerged as independent prognostic factors. In conclusion, morphological features assigned some subsets of patients to prognostic risk groups. Most MYCN-amplified tumours have unfavourable histology and a poorer prognosis. However, in patients with stage 4 disease and those over the age of 1 year, other factors that may influence prognosis should be determined.